Abstract. Several expansions of the solutions of the double-confluent Heun equation in terms of the Kummer confluent hypergeometric functions are presented. Three different sets of these functions are examined. Discussing the expansions without a pre-factor, it is shown that two of these functions provide expansions the coefficients of which obey three-term recurrence relations, while for the third confluent hypergeometric function the corresponding recurrence relation generally involves five-terms. The latter relation is reduced to a three-term one only in the case when the double-confluent Heun equation degenerates to the confluent hypergeometric equation. The conditions for obtaining finite sum solutions via termination of the expansions are discussed. The possibility of constructing expansions of different structure using certain equations related to the double-confluent Heun equation is discussed. An example of such expansion derived using the equation obeyed by a function involving the derivative of a solution of the double-confluent Heun equation is presented. In this way, expansions governed by three-or more term recurrence relations for expansion coefficients can be constructed. An expansion with coefficients obeying a seven-term recurrence relation is presented. This relation is reduced to a five-term one if the additional singularity of the equation obeyed by the considered auxiliary function coincides with a singularity of the double-confluent Heun equation.
Introduction
The double-confluent Heun equation is one of the four confluent reductions of the general Heun equation [1] . This is a linear second order ordinary differential equation having two irregular singularities of rank 1, each formed by coalescence of a pair of regular singularities of the general Heun equation [2, 3] . If the singularities are placed at 0 z = and ∞ , the doubleconfluent Heun equation is written as ( 1 ) Note that this form of the equation slightly differs from that adopted in [4] , namely, here we have introduced the parameter ε instead of the unity used there. This notation is useful in order to distinguish the Whittaker-Ince limit [5] of the double-confluent Heun equation as a particular case achieved within this form by the simple choice 0 ε = . We will see that the notation is also helpful to explicitly see that the presented expansions do not apply to this limiting case. Several expansions in terms of regular and irregular confluent hypergeometric functions and Bessel functions which apply to this particular limit are discussed in [6, 7] . Expansions of the solutions of the general Heun equation in terms of special functions initiated by Svartholm and Erdélyi [8] [9] have been extended to more general equations [10] as well as to the confluent forms of the Heun equation by many authors (see, e.g., [2, 3] and references therein). Different special functions have been used as expansion functions. In the context of the double-confluent Heun equation, the regular and irregular confluent hypergeometric functions [2, 3, 6, 7, 11] , the Gauss hypergeometric functions [2, 3] , Bessel functions [6, 7] , Coulomb wave functions [12, 13] , incomplete beta and gamma functions [14, 15] , and other special functions have been applied. Using the properties of the derivatives of the solutions of the Heun equations [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , expansions in terms of higher transcendental functions such as the Appell and Goursat generalized hypergeometric functions are also possible [17, [19] [20] . The expansions in terms of different special functions may have different regions of convergence, hence, may be applicable to diverse physical situations [2, 3] .
In the present paper, we discuss the expansions of the solutions of the double-confluent Heun equation in terms of the Kummer confluent hypergeometric functions (confluent hypergeometric functions of the first kind). The presented expansions are of general interest both for mathematics and physics, and may have useful applications in many branches of physics varying from quantum mechanics, atomic, molecular and optical physics to particle physics or astrophysics and cosmology [21] .
Starting from the recurrence relations that these functions obey for chosen forms of the dependence on the summation variable, we first present the direct expansions derived by means of substitution of the expansion ansatz without a pre-factor into the double-confluent Heun equation. The coefficients of such expansions for two of applied hypergeometric functions generally obey three-term recurrence relations. For one of the discussed forms of the involved confluent hypergeometric functions a two-term recurrence relation is also possible for a particular choice of the involved parameters. In this case the coefficients of the expansion are explicitly calculated. Another expansion governed by a three-term recurrence relation for expansion coefficients, involving a third type of hypergeometric functions, is applicable only in the degenerate case when the double-confluent Heun equation is reduced to the confluent hypergeometric equation by a simple transformation of the dependent variable. However, we show that it is possible to construct, with the same expansion function, a different expansion applicable in the general non-degenerate case. The coefficients of the latter expansion, however, obey a five-term recurrence relation. The conditions for termination of the presented expansions are discussed.
In the last section, we note that different expansions can be constructed by employment of other equations related to the double-confluent Heun equation. As an example, we consider a second-order differential equation obeyed by a function involving the derivative of a solution of the double-confluent Heun equation. Using the expansions of the solutions of this equation in terms of the confluent hypergeometric functions, one can construct confluent hypergeometric expansions of the solutions of the double-confluent Heun equation, which involve pre-factors consisting of elementary functions. We present an example of such expansion, which generally is governed by a seven-term recurrence relation for the expansion coefficients. Two particular cases when the relation involves five terms are mentioned. This happens when the additional singularity of the equation obeyed by the considered function involving the derivative of a solution of the double-confluent Heun equation coincides with already existing singularity of the double-confluent Heun equation.
Direct expansions through the double-confluent Heun equation
Consider the direct expansions of the solutions of the double-confluent Heun equation
where the Kummer confluent hypergeometric functions 
so that the substitution of Eqs. 
The discussed confluent hypergeometric functions obey different recurrence relations depending on the particular form of the dependence on the summation variable n . Consider the three possible cases separately. should not depend on n . Hence, we conclude that in this way no expansion is constructed.
Let
Another possibility opens if we put 0 s ε = − (thereby canceling the term proportional to
where A is a constant and ( , ) f n z is a liner function of n . This is 
from where we get the following simple two-term recurrence relation:
Thus, for q δε = − applies the expansion
where (...) n is the Pochhammer symbol. In general, this is a double-sided infinite series which is 
which is a particular case of the known hypergeometric expansions [2] [3] .
The additional restriction q δε = − imposed on the parameters of the double-confluent Heun equation (1) is avoided if we use the recurrence relation
Indeed, we again put 0 
With this, Eq. (5) is rewritten as
Substituting Eq. (12), we get ( )
from where we derive the following three-term recurrence relation for the coefficients of the expansion:
where
For left-hand side termination of this series at 0 n = should be 0 0 R = . This is the case if 
and the coefficients of the recurrence relation (17) are explicitly given as
This expansion has been derived in [6] (Eqs. (57a) and (57b)). Like the expansion (9)- (10), it is applicable if 0 ε ≠ and γ is not zero or a negative integer. Note that n P is identically zero if 0 δ = , so that in this case the recurrence relation becomes two-term, and the coefficients n a are explicitly calculated in terms of gamma-functions. However, the case 0 δ = is degenerate since in this case the singularity at 0 z = becomes regular and the double-confluent Heun equation (1) is readily reduced to the confluent hypergeometric equation.
The series is terminated from the right-hand side 
Combining these equations, we also have ( ) 
However, the derivative n u′ alone is not expressed as a linear combination of functions n u . Hence, with this form of expansion functions we are able to treat only the case 0 δ = (see Eq.
(5)). This is, however, a degenerate case since in this case the double-confluent Heun equation 
where U is the Tricomi confluent hypergeometric function, 1,2 const C = , and 
Though the case 0 δ = is degenerate, for completeness of the treatment and for reference purposes let us present the corresponding expansion. Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (5) we obtain a four-term recurrence relation for coefficients n a . However, if we put 0 n n n n n n R a Q a P a
The initial conditions for left-hand side termination of the derived series at 0 n = are However, the above development can be extended to include the case 0 δ ≠ . This is achieved by employing the first recurrence relation of Eqs. (23) after Eq. (5) is multiplied by z . In this way we get a five-term recurrence relation:
with rather cumbersome coefficients. The coefficient at n a is given as 
Note that here 0 γ is a free parameter, which can be employed to simplify the coefficients. Righthand side termination is possible for some 0,1, 2,... For these functions, the following recurrence relations are known:
Since in this case 
Substituting the relations (34) into this equation, we get the following recurrence relation:
For left-side termination of the derived series at 0 n = should be 0 0 R = . This is the case only if 
and the coefficients of the recurrence relation (46) are explicitly given as (compare with (21))
This expansion is equivalent to those derived earlier in [6, 7] . It is applicable if 0 
Other expansions
Several other expansions can be constructed. For instance, the way we have derived the expansion (37)-(42), ruled by a five-term recurrence relation for expansion coefficients, suggests that one can construct expansions in terms of the functions (57)
The coefficients , , , , , , n n n n n n n A B T S R Q P of this relation are rather cumbersome. Relatively simple are the first and the last ones, which read ( ) In section 2 we have presented the expansions for which the coefficients generally obey three-term recurrence relations. We have indicated a particular case for which a two-term relation is derived. Furthermore, we have seen that for one of the discussed confluent hypergeometric functions ( 
